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Wednesday has come and the top 20

are chosen for both the Advanced and

the Open classes of Control Line

Precision Aerobatics. The pilot’s top

score from Tuesday and the top score

from Wednesday combine to set the

field of dreams for this year. All four of

the quailfying scores are included with

this issue.  

The winds of Wednesday were less

than the blustery afternoon of Tuesday

and a welcome relief to all the pilots

attempting to use the day’s scores to go

on to Top Twenty Day. 

Only Bob Brookins lost a model to brain fade the second

turn of the wingover and took the nose off this beautiful

C.L.P.A. dark blue-and-black model. Other than mechanical

problems, the modelers had a comfortable weather day to

maintain their pattern.

—Report and pictures by Allen Brickhaus

Bill Rich’s SV-22 has just begun
the second vertical portion of the
square eight.

Above: The top view of Francisco Fontenelle’s Big Job 75 is
very interesting.

Right: Bob Krug observes Francisco Fontenelle’s Big Job 75.
Francisco is from Brazil and the model uses a carbon fiber

muffler to quiet the engine.
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CL Aerobatics



Justin Strauser of Abilene, Texas, shows off his lead-out
position on his combination Old Time Stunt model and
Combat model.

Above: Masaru Hiki of Japan awaits his turn on the east circles of the “L” pad in
Muncie.

Left: Derek Barry (1) and Louis Rankin talk over Derek’s model and the
MonoKoting of Louis’s GEO JR.

Below: Wes Eakin (l) and Eric Taylor (2) discuss the results of Wes’s flight. Both
are from the New Albany, Indiana, area. 

Bottom left: Bob “Sparky” Storick and his father watch the crowd and prepare
for their next flight.
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T
Two events were run Wednesday, the first of two days of

preliminary races for F2C, Team Race and Texas Quickie Rat.

Texas Quickie: This has become probably the

most popular CL Racing event. Good equipment

is easy to get and the planes fly at a comfortable

speed for most pilots. Both heats and the final

races were run today. Eight entries made for

quite a few good races. All races were run

three-up, as it should be!

Times were very close and

competition was at near record

levels. Russ Green, with Bill Lee

pitting, turned the fast heat time

with a 3:04. Because of teaming

conflicts, Bill Lee and

Russ Green had to

break up and select

different pilots. Bill

got Dave Hallas and

Russ elected to pit and

had Tim Stone take up

flying duty. The final

was a good race with

Russ Green on top

with 6:39 followed by

Canadian Les Akre

(6:41) flown by Dave

Hull, and Bill Lee

(7:38)

F2C Team Race:

Preliminary races will

be run Wednesday and

Thursday, giving

competitors plenty of

time to sort things out.

Immediately at the

conclusion of the

Nationals, the US

Team Trials will be run in F2C for determining the US Team

that will go to the 2010 World Championships.

This year we had a much smaller turnout with the retirement

of Bob Oge and several no-shows. Five teams made for some

good races. Day one had best 100-lap times by Dick

Lambert/Tom Fluker (3:19) Bob Whitney/Jason Allen (3:25) and

Bill Lee/Russ Green (3:41).

—Report and pictures by Tim Stone

CL Racing
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Jason Allen, Russ Green and Dave Fisher in F2C.

Left: Tower boss Dave MacDonald.

Below: Dick Lambert preps his F2C.

Texas Quickie finalists. Texas Quickie pits.



CL Combat
It was Wednesday morning and up

was 75 mph CL Combat. We flew

four rounds of East Coast-style

Combat, which means you get 200

points for a clean match, no line

wraps causing a crash, and no mid-

airs, which ate up a lot of our

really good fliers—to name a

couple, Brad La Pointe and Paul

Smith. What is unusual is that we

flew the same event last year and

we had no mid-airs.

The best match of the day was

between Pat Gibson and Phil

Cartier. They both scored more

than 545 points.

Equipment being used?

Anything and everything was

flown. Store-bought airplanes and

foamies. Pat Gibson and Zack

Stein were flying Foam Wing

Ringmasters.

I would like to thank Phil

Cartier, Brad La Pointe, Don

Cranfill, and especially Denny

Malott for judging every match

today.

Everybody seemed to have a

great time. Today is 1/2A Combat

with 42-foot lines and you can use

an electric starter.

—Report and photos by Wayne Mc
Daniel

Don Soupka (L) and Don McKay ready
to start a match.

Justin Strauser (L) and Mike Gibson preparing
for a match. Brad La Pointe (L) and Phil Cartier mixing it up.

Above: Winners of Speed
Limit (L-R): Don Soupka,
second place; Phil Cartier,
first place; Zack Stein, Top
Sportsman; and Pat Gibson
third place.

Left: Phil Cartier (L) and
Denny Malott in the judges’
chairs.

Paul Smith (L) and Pat Gibson getting after it.

Don McKay (L) and Paul Smith
having a good match.
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CL Navy Carrier

Pete Mazur won Profile Carrier with this Brodak Guardian designed by Bill

Calkins.

Second place went to Gary Hull with his own design

Brewster Bermuda. This was a backup model with a

new engine following damage to his other Brewster,

just before to the Nationals.

The smile says it all! Jo

Shoemaker, new to Navy

Carrier flying this year,

accomplished her first

complete official flight (high,

low, and landing) in the

Sportsman Profile competition.

She took first with 194 points. The

model is a Guardian, available as a

kit from Brodak. Female contestants

have entered Sportsman Profile Carrier in

each of the last two years.
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Tuesday was a beautiful day for Navy

Carrier flying, with light winds and

reasonable temperatures throughout the

day. The good weather allowed some

personal best performances and gave

ample opportunity for the contestants

to show off the capabilities of their

models.

This was an unusual Nationals

for the Profile Carrier event for a

couple of reasons. First of all, it

was the second consecutive year

that we had female entries in the

Sportsman Profile Carrier event,

sponsored by the Navy Carrier

Society. Second, it was the only

Nationals event in the last couple of

decades with only one MO-1 entered, and

no MO-1 winning trophies! 

The Glenn Martin MO-1 is a very popular

design, but there was a great variety of aircraft

entered this year. Models included the Grumman

Guardian designed by Bill Calkins and kitted by Brodak, which

finished first in both events.  

Two Fairey aircraft were entered: a Fulmar by Everett Shoemaker

(who flew it to a personal best), and a Spearfish built and flown by

David Smith. Bill Calkins’ de Havilland Sea Vampire rounded out the

British designs. 



Two slightly more obscure aircraft were modeled by Gary Hull (Brewster Burmuda took second place), and John

Vlna’s experimental Consolidated XBY-1 carrier-based bomber (placing third).

The AMA Profile Carrier event was won by Pete Mazur, flying a new model which he completed only last week. His

score of 358.6 points combined a high speed of 88.9 mph with the best slow-flight performance of the day at 5.6 mph. 

His first-place finish puts Pete

in the lead for the Eugene Ely

Award which honors the contestant

with the best total score in all three

Navy Carrier events at the

Nationals. The Eugene Ely Award,

Nationals trophies and other

honors will be handed out at the

Navy Carrier Society annual

banquet at the Sirloin Stockade

Thursday evening. 

Navy Carrier competition

continues Thursday with the high-

performance Scale Class I and

Class II events.

—Report and photos by Richard
Perry

Everett Shoemaker finished fourth with a personal best

score if 238.7. His model is a British Fairey Fulmar of his

own design.

Left: Gary Hull’s Brewster approaches

the deck for a successful arrested

landing.

John Vlna’s

Consolidated

XBY-1 lifts off

on the way to

a third-place

finish. This is

only one of

the obscure

models John

has modeled.

Above: David Smith completes repairs

to his Fairey Spearfish following a

landing mishap in an earlier flight.
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PETER O MAZUR 1 358.6 SUGAR GROVE IL
GARY R HULL 2 298 LAKEWOOD OH
JOHN R VLNA 3 264.4 SILVER SPRING MD
EVERETT S SHOEMAKER 4 238.7 NEW BERN NC
DAVID SMITH 5 88.7 MOUNT ULLA NC
ARTHUR J JOHNSON 6 82.4 ROCKFORD IL

JAMES D VANSANT S 1 142.2 LANGHORNE PA
ASHLEY M WILK S 999 No Show CRYSTAL MN

Scores and Standings Please note: Scores are unofficial until tabulation is confirmed.

Navy Carrier (Profile)

Formula 40 JS

1 DAVID R MARK 162.6 FENTON MI
2 GLENN M LEE 158.13 BATAVIA IL
3 BARRY L TIPPETT 157.55 ALLOUEZ MI
4 ALBERTO CABALLERO 156.731 FORT LAUDERDALE FL
5 CHRISTOPHER A MONTAGINO 146.98 PARMA HEIGHTS OH
6 GLEN J VANSANT 145.86 LANGHORNE PA
7 WILLIAM HUGHES 140.4 BARTLETT IL
8 ALBERT L JONES 94.05 GAINESVILLE VA

999 H DAVID WALLICK No Show OCKLAWAHA FL

Formula 40

GLENN M LEE 1 129.16 BATAVIA IL
WILLIAM HUGHES 2 128.68 BARTLETT IL
J H RHOADES 3 125.16 SALT LAKE CITY UT
ALBERT L JONES 4 105.14 GAINESVILLE VA
BARRY L TIPPETT 999 No Show ALLOUEZ MI
ROBERT L WHITNEY 999 No Show PALM BAY FL

21 Proto Speed

Stunt: Circle One

qualifying scores.

Combat Standings
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Stunt: Circle Two qualifying scores.

Stunt: Circle Three qualifying scores.



Stunt: Circle Four qualifying scores.
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(cont.)

Specially ordered by

Peter Wales, RC Scale

Helicopter E.D., is an

award that only

decade long veterans

are eligible. It even

comes with a carrying

handle in the form of a

Hughes Collective-

Pitch control yoke. It’s

a keeper, but to whom

will it be awarded?
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Helicopter
Don’t stop flying or else…

Overcast skies and a northern front

are keeping the temperatures cool,

however the sun rays are still getting

through—ask Matt Ruben about that

(pink knee-caps). A tickle of rain

paused the first day of flying for

about 20 minutes, but everyone

pressed on to finish three full rounds.

Wow! They finished up at about 7:30

p.m.—that’s 12 hours of flying. Oh

darn, they flew model helicopters all

day long [my pity-violin needs

tuning].

No incidents were recorded other

than bad piloting (judges can be so

blunt can’t they?), which is mostly

contributed to “brain fade.” What’s

Brain Fade you ask? It’s when you’re

flying a sequence, totally prepared

and setup for the aerobatic maneuver,

then start the maneuver, realize that

the machine is positioned for

maneuver two, flown as if

demonstrating maneuver three, and finishes with the ending of the first flight

maneuver (the maneuver the judges were looking for in the first place). Truly

only the first maneuver is given a zero, but the pilot at that point has totally

blown any or all serious concentration, and still has the rest of the flight to

complete. Shish! How do you buckle down after looking like a strutting

runway model that’s just slipped on loose tassels?

More than half the skill needed to compete is having a working brain. The

brain needs conditioning (as in practice), and nourishment (not the junk food

from Mickey-D’s). Plus the body needs its strength to keep it standing. This is

where all those talks had with Mom all those years ago finally start to make

sense. To help stay sharp out there, be sure to stay out of the sun as much as

possible (don’t boil your brain). Second, drink lots of liquid (keep the brain

and body hydrated)—this is the key cause of Brain Fade (it’s a dry brain—

yuck!). Go ahead, Google it if you don’t believe me! Third, don’t forget to eat

(keep the pilot nurtured—consult your doctor or nutritionist). Although these

tips seem basic, don’t embarrass yourself by not following your mother’s

advice. Coming home with the trophy will make her so proud after all.

Okay, so we got our schedules a little mixed up. Wednesday (that’s today if

you look at the cover date of this newsletter issue), is the official practice day

for the RC Scale Helicopter competition. We know this because Peter Wales,

our esteemed and beloved event director, has parked his luxurious motor home

along the road by the flightline. Yes Peter, we like you but it’s really the

cooled air radiating from the bus walls that’s appreciated the most. KIDDING! 

So the surprise is that Len Mount’s new model won’t be in the competition

this year. Apparently his Red Bull helicopter got flames instead of wings and

the damage couldn’t be repaired in time. So we’ll be seeing him out there with

his amazing Scout model again. We can’t wait to see his flight routine—with

four years of flight practice surely he’s gotten good with her. So the question

is, who’s going to take the second place trophy?

We’ll be pressing on at the aerobatics flight line to get another three rounds

in today. The weather threatens to be cool with light winds, but those clouds

might shake again. The more flying we get in the better. Oh darn, more flying!

–Michael Ramsey

Santiago Panzardi flies Class III. As shown he’s in

the middle of completing the hovering portion of

the sequence. From here he’ll move on the

forward flight maneuvers, which is another skill

set altogether, but keeps the fun factor high for

the pilots.

Barron Johnson made a

clean sweep in the

standings of Class II on day

one. He’s flying a JR Vibe

90 that’s been converted to

electric power and uses a

light-weight canopy.



The current (correct) name for

the helicopter flown and

designed by Curtis Youngblood

in the FAI class is Rave ENV

(yesterday we called it the Rave

90; oops). ENV stands for

Electric, Nitro Variance—which,

according to Curtis, means that the

machine can be set up to fly either or

electric or glow. Okay, that point is obvious.

As shown, Curtis has it powered with a Steve

Nue motor (just like the other Team USA F3C

members) and a 12S Li-Poly battery system. The

head uses 140° CCPM mechanics that need only a

weight and blade change to go between FAI

style and 3-D style flying. Curtis is doing a

little experiment with blade-grip

weights—weights on the leading

edge of the blade holder to

help pre-load the input,

but that’s another story.

Otherwise, as far as

we know his

machine was shown

to us in stock form.

The ready-date for

production kits has yet to

be determined. The good

news is that by the World

Championships, in less than four

weeks, he’ll have a second prototype as a

backup. Maybe before the year’s end we’ll

see kits out for you and me? For FAI flying the

CJ Mini-G gyro seems to be doing the job of

locking in the tail very well. The machine is

light with the same simple/smart

engineering the 450-class Rave

has been boasting. We liked

the tailboom block

because one half

includes an offset

plate. This location is

where most would

put the gyro, which

means the whole tail

can come off without

having to sacrifice a neat

isolation installation. Thanks

Curtis! Who knew that a tail

case could be made so small?

Meet the New
Rave ENV
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RC Pylon
The 2009 Pylon Nats Q-500 Finals has

come to a close. Dave Norman from

Minnesota is your 2009 AMA Q-500

National Champion. Fred Burgdorf and

Dave Norman flew off for the

championship in a heat that will go down

in Nats lore. The two Vortexs were wing

tip to tip for nine laps with lead swaps too

numerous to report. On the tenth lap, Fred

cut #1 pylon and Norman sealed the deal.

Congratulations Dave Norman and caller

Jerry Bednark on a hard fought and well

deserved National Championship.

Wednesday afternoon, the A

Matrix for Q-40 took to the

skies for four rounds of

racing. After the final

heat of Round 4,

Canada’s Hank

Kauffman led the

pack with a

perfect score of

16 points and

fast time of

1:08.71. Q-500

National

Champion

caller Jerry

Bednark was a

close second

with 15 points

and a fast time of

1:06.58. Third,

fourth, and fifth

place were Roy

Andrassy (FT 1:05.59,

14 pts), David Norman (FT

1:08.12, 14 pts), John

McDermott (FT 1:06.33, 13 pts)

respectively. 

The A Matrix will finish this morning

with the final three rounds of

competition. The B Matrix will begin this

afternoon and conclude Friday morning

followed by the Q-40 Finals Friday

afternoon. The Q-40 Nats Championship

is the most coveted award in RC Pylon

Racing. It is guaranteed the pilots will be

battling hard to get to the finals and then

flying to the bitter end to capture the final

remaining National Pylon Championship.

The Q40 Finals is sure to be an

action-packed event, so if you’re close to

Muncie or already at the flying site, stop

by and watch the fastest RC Pylon racing

of the year.

—Text and photos by Scott Causey

Stephen Vaclav
and father in a
serious battle to
get to the finish.

Joe
Tropea in
the finals
tuning his
motor to
the
extreme.

Dub Jett in the caller's frame of
mind preparing to call for multi-
time Nats Champion Mike Helsel.
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Q-500 Finals
Top 15 out of the 60 registered pilots:

1st – Dave Norman (1:09.54)

2nd – Fred Burgdorf (1:09.30)

3rd – Jim Allen (1:10.12)

4th – AJ Seaholm (1:08.26)

5th – Matias Salar (1:10.21)

6th – Scott Causey (1:10.18)

7th –  Gabriel Tahhan (1:09.77)

8th – Jerry Bednark (1:12.73)

9th – Marcus Blanchard (1:09.93)

10th – Stephen Vaclav (1:10.10)

11th – Billy Johanson (1:09.53)

12th – Mike Tallman (1:11.10)

13th – Bryan Blanchard (1:12.71)

14th – Rich Beers (1:13.03)

15th – Scott McAfee (1:09.14)

Q-500 Top Nine Finalist and Fast Time.

Vic Kirkpatrick and

Eddie Jump from

Wichita, Kansas,

signal it's time to

go during their first

Q-40 heats.

Rhonda Cady

calling Mike

Tallman around

the pylons.
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Meet a Nats
Competitor

Allie Russel

Age: 15

Hometown: Spokane, WA

Nats Attended: First

Alli started flying at age 11 and started

pylon racing at age 12.  This is Alli’s first

428 Q-500 race.

What brought you to the Nats?

The excitement of racing and all the people

are fun.  She’ll definitely come back.

Best Nats memory: She finished all her

heats with no zeros.

Equipment: Q500 – Viper w/ Nelson.

Guidance by Spektrum JR servos.

Allie Russell with

father Matt Russell.

Nats Q-500

Champion Dave

Norman and caller

Jerry Bednark.

Jim Allen with his

game face on during

Nats Q-500 Finals.

Pilots and their callers

in the Q-500 Finals.

Mike Helsel

congratulates

Fred Burgdorf on

a great race.

Two sets of twins at the

Nats, Mrs. Burgdorf and

twin sister along with

Parker and Reece Causey.



Photo courtesy of Sandy Frank.


